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The versatile Personality range supports the different ways people sit and work during the day. Available with 

mesh or upholstered back, in task and high stool versions, Personality provides flexible and very individual 

seating solutions throughout the workplace. Comfortable and versatile, you can customize it to suit your 

posture, the task at hand, and the way you like to work.

INJECT PERSONALITY INTO THE WORKPLACE



Stylish Personality integrates smart storage options that make 

excellent use of space. The back belt, hook and jacket hanger 

allow users to customize the chair to suit their personality and the 

way they sit and work. Keeping tools and personal items close at 

hand and in easy reach, while minimizing the use of space.

SMART OPTIONS 
PERSONALIZE STORAGE



Personality combines outstanding ergonomic support with intuitive adjustability to enable each user to adjust the position of 

comfort to suit their physique and the task in hand. The mesh backrest distributes weight to minimize pressure on the spine while 

reclining, as well as providing excellent air circulation for thermal comfort.

PERSONALIZED ERGONOMIC SUPPORT

Digital surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference and should not be used for final color selection.

*Height, Pivot and Depth adjustable arm
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 Cool soft mesh

Airy and light, the mesh 

is soft to the touch and 

automatically adjusts 

to support each users’ 

spinal print
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 Lumbar support

Optional in Mesh versions, 

grab the  handle and 

slide the height adjustable 

lumbar support to 

customize the added lower 

back support.
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 Armrest

The height, pivot and 

depth adjustable arms 

enables individual users 

to tailor comfortable 

support for different 

tasks.
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  Adjustable seat depth

Seat depth adjusts to 

accommodate different leg 

lengths, providing individual 

users with comfortable 

ergonomic support.
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 Seat Comfort

The seat is amazingly 

comfortable thanks 

to advanced adaptive 

bolstering techniques 

with the foam.
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 Hook

A convenient hook for 

hanging and keeping 

close small personal 

items is default on all 

versions.

6 Headrest

Optional headrest helps 

to keep the head and 

neck supported in 

both upright or reclined 

positions.

 Jacket hanger

Optional jacket hanger 

allows users to keep 

jackets handy and wrinkly 

free, all while saving 

closet space.

7

Back belt

The Upholstered version 

has a storage belt, 

allowing for quick access 

to tools and personal 

items.
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PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS

We take a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal or 

our products. From materials, production, transportation and use, 

right through to end of life, each element in the Personality range is 

designed to reduce its impact on the environment.

To find out more visit

WWW.STEELCASE.ASIA/SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY

PEOPLE.PLANET.PROFIT

Personality Upholstered

Upholstered back and seat 

With or without HPD* arms

With or without seat depth

With storage belt

With optional jacket hanger or headrest 

Base: Black plastic / painted silver or 

polished aluminum 

Personality Mesh

Mesh back, upholstered seat 

With or without HPD* arms

With or without seat depth 

With optional lumbar support

With optional jacket hanger or headrest  

Base: Black plastic / painted silver or 

polished aluminum

Personality Mesh with Headrest

Mesh back, upholstered seat 

With or without HPD* arms

With or without seat depth 

With optional lumbar support

With optional jacket hanger or headrest  

Base: Black plastic / painted silver or 

polished aluminum

Personality Mesh Stool

Mesh back, upholstered seat 

With or without HPD* arms

With or without seat depth 

With optional lumbar support

With optional jacket hanger or headrest  

Stool height with stool ring 

Base: Painted silver or polished 

aluminum


